
The VMware 
approach to the Cloud

Become a partner today: Visit vmware.com/partners

At VMware we understand better 
than anyone that business needs 
the freedom to decide how much 
to virtualize, and how and when to 
move to a cloud deployment model.  
As the virtualization leader, we offer 
a complete stack of flexible solutions 
designed to help every unique 
IT system capitalise on existing 
investments and adapt and grow in 
response to changing business and 
technology needs.

VMware solutions provide the 
flexibility to retain your existing 
operating system and application 
stack, yet can be deployed internally 
or externally with any vCloud 
service provider. You can continue 
to support traditional systems, while 
removing many of the associated 
headaches -system porting, security 
patches and more. You also gain 
more predictable performance.

By choosing VMware you decrease 
both management and maintenance 
resource costs, and adopt a more 
cost-effective, self-managed, 
dynamically optimised environment 
for the most efficient delivery of  
IT services. 

You can also deliver more freedom 
to users without sacrificing your own. 
VMware solutions enable  
end-users to consume IT services 
from traditional applications, onsite 
cloud applications and vCloud 
offerings from external service 
providers. Provide end-users with 
rapid access to their data anytime, 
anywhere, from any device. 

With customer-proven solutions that 
ensure efficiency through utilisation 
and automation, lower total cost of 
ownership and greater IT control, the 
VMware approach stands out as the 
cloud infrastructure provider  
of choice.

Choose to:
 » Dramatically simplify IT services 

provisioning and deployment.  

 » Benefit from solutions that allow 
you to put in place policies 
that implement business and 
governance requirements. 
 

 » Give IT staff the control they need 
to maximise efficiency  
and minimise business and  
regulatory risk.
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With the most advanced suite of security solutions available 
today, there’s nothing virtual about the protection VMware and 
Trend MicroTM bring to the cloud. 

No other solution gives your customers as much confidence when 
it comes to minimising disruption, preventing data breaches and 
staying compliant – because no other solution brings together 
the expertise of two such world-class cloud specialists. 

Quality partners with quality solutions. Just one more reason for 
businesses to trust VMware on their journey to the cloud… 

Real Protection in a Virtualized World


